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Abstrat. We give an extension of the work of Trott et al. on rotationally invariant

odes and the work of Adler et al. and Marus on onstrained odes, to onstrained odes

invariant by a permutative map. A onstrutive proof is given of the existene a �nite-state

invertible �-invariant ode from arbitrary n-ary sequenes to a �-invariant so� system at

onstant rate 1 : 1 provided that � is a permutative onjugay of the so� hannel and

that the Shannon apaity of the hannel exeeds the apaity of the soure. In the ase

of equality of the apaities of the soure and of the �-invariant hannel, the same result

holds when the permutative map has no bi-in�nite �xed point whih is a diret extension

of the result of Trott et al. for the rotational ase. The deoders an be made both sliding

blok, or \state independent", and �-invariant.

1. Introdution. In this paper, we shall onsider onstrained systems

modelled by �nite automata. They are alled so� systems and de�ned as

the sets of all bi-in�nite sequenes generated by walks on a �nite direted

graph labeled by symbols in a �nite alphabet. The labeled graph is alled

an automaton. Enoding unonstrained sequenes into onstrained ones has

many pratial appliations for storage devies (see for instane [19℄, [25℄).

In many ases, both enoder and deoder are �nite state automata and the

deoder is sliding blok, that is, the output of the deoder depends only on

a bounded window of the input of the deoder. Indeed, usually the enoded

sequenes are fed as inputs to a noisy hannel and, if the deoder is sliding

blok, a given hannel error will give rise to at a most �nitely many data

errors. Several general oding methods for onstrained hannels have been

sine given to solve these oding problems (see [25℄ and referenes therein).

All methods build �nite state invertible odes at a onstant rate p : q from

the set of all bi-in�nite sequenes over a �nite alphabet to a so� system.

The oding rate depends on the Shannon apaity of the hannel and of the

soure. It an be assumed that the rate is 1 : 1 after a reoding. Some

onstraints are alled �nite type onstraints when they are haraterized

by a �nite list of forbidden bloks. The bi-in�nite onstrained sequenes

are thus exatly the sequenes that do not ontain any element of the list

as a subblok. Of speial interest are the run-length sequenes whih are

of �nite type [29℄. Another lass of so� onstrained hannel is the lass of

onstrained systems alled almost of �nite (see [20℄, [11℄). All these hannels

play an important role in symboli dynamis. For pratial appliations,

the odes are onstruted on semi-in�nite or one-sided sequenes. But the

treatment takes the bi-in�nite or two sided point of view sine it appears to

be very natural and useful for the one sided situation.
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Beside the domain of oding for onstrained hannels is trellis oding,

mostly used to orret errors. One aspet of trellis oding that has ome

under inreasing study is the searh for odes that an handle phase rotations

of a signal set. The rotations onsidered are those aused for instane by

a demodulator in a ommuniation system. The modulation signal set has

a two dimensional rotational symmetry and the transmission system an

introdue a phase ambiguity at the reeiver. In suh a pratial system, the

reeiver must reover the orret phase of the signal. If phase symmetries

exist, the reeiver may lok to the wrong phase. Thus the ode must either

have no phase symmetries or be immune to any rotations resulting from these

symmetries. The latter type is known as rotationally invariant odes. It is

a onventional method to solve this problem. The idea behind rotationally

invariant odes is to �nd an enoder and a deoder that ensure the following

property : given any ode sequene, if we rotate eah symbol through a �xed

rotational symmetry, then the new sequene of rotated symbols is also a valid

ode sequene. Moreover all rotations of a ode sequene have to deode to

the same soure sequene. Conditions for rotational invariane and several

rotationally invariant odes were desribed by Wei [31℄ in [32℄. Many papers

have been sine devoted to ode onstrutions. Several lasses of odes have

raised ; some of them use nonlinear parity hek equations, linear systems

over rings, algebrai systems, group systems (see [12, 13, 14℄).

A basi theory of rotational invariane has been developed in [30℄ and

[10℄. It provides a mathematial foundation of rotationally invariant odes

and rotationally invariant enoders whih is independent from their algebrai

struture. The ode sequenes have a �nite state trellis diagram. They are

thus modelled again by a so� system. In a lot of ases, the hannel is

unonstrained in the sense that it is the set of all bi-in�nite sequenes of

letters in a �nite alphabet. Eah letter represents a signal point in the plane.

The rotation in the plane orresponds to a permutation � whih has no �xed

point in the alphabet. This permutation is then applied to the bi-in�nite

sequenes (letter by letter) and a hannel is invariant by permutation if

the permutation of any bi-in�nite sequene is a ode sequene. An enoder

assoiates to eah bi-in�nite unonstrained input sequene an output one in

the hannel. The deoder is said to be invariant by rotation, or �-invariant,

if eah rotated oded sequene has the same deoding. These rotationally

invariant odes are usually �nite state invertible odes at a onstant rate

p : q, with a sliding blok deoder whih is moreover invariant by rotation.

In [30℄ are given neessary and suÆient onditions for odes and enoders to

be rotationally invariant. A rotationally invariant ode onstrution is also

given in the ase where the permutation does not �x any letter alphabet.

The method uses the symboli dynamis state splitting proess whih is

applied to hannels of �nite type and represented by a graph whih has a

onstant outdegree. In order to handle hannel representations that have

not a onstant outdegree, the state splitting algorithm of Adler et al. [1℄ an
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be used to solve this question (see [30, Setion IV-D-2℄ where the method is

outlined).

The following oding theorem for onstrained hannels was proved in [1℄,

where ap(S) denotes the Shannon apaity of a hannel S.

Theorem 1.1. Let A and B be two �nite alphabets. Let S � B

Z

be

a shift of �nite type suh that ap(S) � ap(A

Z

). Then there is a �nite

state invertible ode from A

Z

to S at onstant rate 1 : 1 with sliding blok

deoder.

The results from [30℄ lead then to the following oding theorem for ro-

tation hannels.

Theorem 1.2. Let A and B be two �nite alphabets and � a permutation

of B whih has no �xed point in B. Let S � B

Z

be a �-invariant shift of

�nite type suh that ap(S) � ap(A

Z

). Then there is a �nite state invertible

ode from A

Z

to S at onstant rate 1 : 1 with sliding blok and �-invariant

deoder.

In this paper, we extend Theorem 1.2 to �-invariant onstrained han-

nels, where � is a one-blok map onjugay of the hannel indued by any

permutation of the alphabet. We all suh a map a permutative map. The

onstrution generalizes the method presented in [30℄ that applies in the ase

where � is indued by a rotation whih has no �xed point in the alphabet B.

As in [30℄, we use state splittings to onstrut the enoder, but in the ase

of suh permutations, we need to \split more" the �nite state mahine that

models the hannel, and hoose an order for the splittings. We also use the

important notion of sharp automaton introdued in [30℄. The hypothesis on

� is here weaker than that given in [30℄ sine � is only assumed to have no

bi-in�nite �xed point. Thus, our enoder onstrution may apply to signal

sets that have a point at the origin, whih is �xed by a nontrivial rotation.

Nevertheless, this is only a theoretial improvement, sine the requirement

of no �xed point in the alphabet entails no loss of generality for rotation

hannels. Indeed, in the appliations, it is possible to hoose an alphabet B

in suh a way that the phase rotation indues a permutation of B that �xes

no point of the alphabet. A suÆiently �ne partition of the signal onstella-

tion has no ells �xed by the rotation. The onstrution inludes the state

splitting proess method outlined in [30, Setion IV-D-2℄, to get a graph

whih has a onstant outdegree, that we extend to graphs that may have

several strongly onneted omponents. We point out that it is not possi-

ble to handle only representations that have a strongly onneted graph to

obtain the result.

The method does not apply to the more general ase of a hannel mod-

elled by a so� system in the ase where the soure and the hannel have the

same apaity, although some extensions to almost of �nite type shifts ould

be onsidered (see the disussion at the end of the paper). In the ase of

so� shifts with a apaity that stritly exeeds the apaity of the soure,

the following oding theorem has been obtained in [24℄ using results in [1℄
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(see also [5℄).

Theorem 1.3. Let A and B be two �nite alphabets. Let S � B

Z

be

a so� system suh that ap(S) > ap(A

Z

). Then there exist a subshift of

�nite type T � S and a �nite state invertible ode from A

Z

to T at onstant

rate 1 : 1 with sliding blok deoder.

We extend this result to �-invariant so� hannels, i. e. to so� han-

nels invariant by a permutative onjugay �. Sine we onsider hannels

whose apaity is stritly greater than the soure apaity, this allows us to

ompletely remove the hypothesis that � has no �xed point. We prove the

following result.

Theorem 1.4. Let A and B be two �nite alphabets and � be a permu-

tative map from A

Z

to B

Z

. Let S � B

Z

be a �-invariant so� system suh

that ap(S) > ap(A

Z

) Then there exist a subshift of �nite type T � S and

a �nite state invertible ode from A

Z

to T at onstant rate 1 : 1 with sliding

blok and �-invariant deoder.

The onstrution that we use in the proof does not use state splitting this

time but the \method of poles" or \method of prinipal states" introdued

by P. A. Franaszek and adapted to so� hannels in [8℄ (see also [16℄, [17℄,

[18℄, [6℄, [4℄, [25℄). It uses the notion of strongly synhronizing states of

an automaton introdued in [7℄. Again, we mention that is not possible

to restrit us here to hannels that have a presentation whih is both �-

invariant and has a strongly onneted graph.

The results presented in the paper do not provide new useful odes for

rotation hannels. In this framework, rotationally invariant odes appear to

be a speial ase of a larger lass that we all odes invariant by a permuta-

tion or a permutative onjugay. Although the hypothesis on the onjugay

of being permutative is still very strong, it seems nevertheless diÆult to

weaken it to obtain similar results for more general onjugaies.

The paper is organized as follows. In the seond setion, we mention

some motivations of the need of rotationally invariant odes and refer to

[30℄ for more details. We reall some bakground on symboli dynamis, au-

tomata theory, and oding theory. The terminology borrows from all these

areas (see [15℄ for a multilingual ditionary). We give the main de�nitions

of objets used in the paper like an automaton, a transduer, a so� system

and a shift of �nite type, the operation of state splitting in an automaton.

We desribe the rotation and the permutation hannel. Suh a hannel is

alled �-invariant. Several examples of suh hannels are given. We men-

tion the test obtained in [30℄ to hek whether a so� ode is invariant by

a permutation. Setion 3 is devoted to the onstrution of oding shemes

adapted to �-invariant hannels where � is a permutative onjugay. We

prove Theorems 1.2 and 1.4. We build a transduer with a deterministi

input automaton whih reognizes the soure sequenes in a k-letter alpha-

bet, and with a loal (or de�nite) output automaton that reognizes the

ode sequenes. The deoder is a sliding blok deoder and hene, it has a
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limited error propagation. An example of ode onstrution is given whih

illustrates the proof of Theorem 1.2. Some possible extensions of the results

are disussed at the end of the paper.

2. De�nitions and bakground.

2.1. The rotation hannel. Rotationally invariant trellis odes ap-

ply to overome the phase ambiguity in some kinds of modulation han-

nels. Let us onsider for example a two-dimensional disrete input sequene

((a

k

; b

k

))

k2Z

generated by a soure. It is separated into two one dimensional

sequenes and low-pass �ltered. The resulting signals A(t) and B(t) orre-

sponding to one pair (a

k

; b

k

) are modulated, summed and transmitted over

a noisy hannel. The transmitted signal is

s(t) = A(t) os(2�f



t) +B(t) sin(2�f



t):

Due to the propagation delay and in the ase where there is no noise, the

reeived signal r(t) an have the following form

r(t) = A(t) os(2�f



t+ �) +B(t) sin(2�f



t+ �):

At the reeption the arrier phase � is estimated before the amplitude.

It omes out that the arrier phase is estimated up to an ambiguity of

360

Æ

=M , where M is a onstant whih depends of the signal onstellation.

This phase error is due to the method used to reover the phase whih is

sometimes based on networks that �rst kill the arrier information. We

shall not disuss here these tehniques and refer to [28℄ for a desription of

demodulation shemes. The phase reovered is denoted by

^

� and the phase

error is de�ned as

�

e

= ��

^

�:

One then multiplies the reeived signal r(t) by os(2�f



t+

^

�) and by sin(2�f



t+

^

�). The omponents of double frequeny are eliminated to give the estima-

tions

^

A(t) and

^

B(t) of A(t) and B(t) respetively.

One easily get, by the use of some elementary trigonometri equalities,

^

A(t) = A(t) os �

e

�B(t) sin�

e

^

B(t) = A(t) sin�

e

+B(t) os�

e

:

Hene, if (â

k

;

^

b

k

) is the two dimensional output signal point reombined after

demodulation, we get

�

â

k

^

b

k

�

=

�

os�

e

� sin�

e

sin�

e

os�

e

��

a

k

b

k

�

:

Thus the input signal (a

k

; b

k

) is rotated in the plane by the phase error �

e

.

We onsider the set of all possible signal sequenes and all it the han-

nel S. One way to solve the arrier phase reovery problem is to enode
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an unonstrained sequene into a sequene of S, where S is supposed to be

invariant by the rotation � by �

e

, and then by the group generated by the

rotation. The deoding sheme must then assoiate to all rotations of a ode

sequene the same input sequene. In a sense, the phase ambiguity is not

solved by the reeiver. The problem is addressed to the enoder and the

deoder simply ignores the phase error instead of trying to learn and orret

it.

A hannel whih is invariant by a �xed rotation is alled a rotationally

invariant system or hannel. A oding sheme suh as one desribed above

is alled a rotationally invariant enoder. The hannel model that we shall

use is a disrete memoryless and two dimensional hannel. It is orrupted

by a �xed rotation � that generates the rotation group of the system. We

all hannels of that type rotation hannels.

Let us onsider for example the 4-PSK signal set or QPSK signal set

(Quadrature Phase Shift Keying) shown in Figure 2.1. The ode is the set

of all sequenes on the alphabet f0; 1; 2; 3g. It is invariant by the rotation

group generated by a rotation � about the origin point by 90

Æ

.

01

x

y

32

Fig. 2.1. A 4-PSK onstellation

Trellis odes are usually desribed in terms of partitioning a signal set.

We shall denote by A suh a partition, whose elements are alled the ells.

In this paper, we shall not be interested in the �ne struture of the ells and

the symbol A simply denotes a label alphabet whose elements are alled

letters.

When the group of transformations is no more a rotation group, but

more generally a permutation group on signal points, we speak of a hannel

or a system invariant by permutation, and of a permutation hannel. The

signal system is modelled by a �nite state mahine. From the point of view

of symboli dynamis, the hannel is a so� system.

2.2. Shifts invariant by permutation. In the sequel, A will be the

alphabet omposed of signal points. The set of bi-in�nite sequenes of points
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of A is denoted by A

Z

. A bi-in�nite sequene

: : : www:www : : : ;

obtained by a bi-in�nite onatenation of a �nite word w and where the dot

is before the letter of index 0, is denoted by

!

w

!

.

A �nite automaton A = (Q;E) is omposed of a �nite set of states Q

and a �nite set of edges E labeled in A. Thus E � Q� A � Q. The ode,

denoted by S, is a so� system, if it is the set of bi-in�nite sequenes that

are the labels of bi-in�nite paths of a �nite automaton. The so� system is

said to be reognized by the automaton A.

The apaity (or topologial entropy) of a subshift S � A

Z

is de�ned as

ap(S) = lim

n!1

1

n

log ard(S

n

\A

n

);

where S

n

denotes the set of �nite bloks of length n that are fators of

bi-in�nite words of S. It is known that the apaity of a so� hannel is

omputable from an unambiguous (or lossless) automaton whih reognizes

the hannel (see for instane [23℄).

A �nite automaton is said to be deterministi, or right-resolving, if there

is at most one edge going out from a given state and with a given label. It is

odeterministi, or left-resolving, if the automaton obtained by reversing the

sense of the edges is deterministi. It is deterministi with a �nite delay d,

or right-losing, if whenever two paths of length d + 1 start at the same

state and have the same label, then they must have the same initial state.

A �nite automaton is said to be (m;a)-loal (or (m;a)-de�nite) if there are

two nonnegative integers m and a, suh that whenever two �nite paths of

length m+ a, ((p

i

; a

i

; p

i+1

))

0�i�(m+a)

and ((p

0

i

; a

i

; p

0

i+1

))

0�i�(m+a)

have the

same label, then p

m

= p

0

m

. An automaton is loal if it is (m;a)-loal for some

integers m and a (m is for memory and a for antiipation). Remark that if

an automaton is (m;a)-loal, it is also (m;a+ 1)-loal and (m+ 1; a)-loal.

A deterministi automaton is loal if and only if the previous ondition is

satis�ed with a null antiipation. It is then said to be m-loal.

The following known property gives a polynomial time deision proe-

dure to hek whether a �nite automaton is loal (see for instane [7, 23, 9℄).

Proposition 2.1. Let A be an automaton whih has a strongly on-

neted graph or whih is unambiguous. The two following properties are

equivalent.

(i) the automaton A is loal.

(ii) the automaton A has at most one yle with a given label.

A so� system whih an be reognized by a loal automaton is alled

a subshift of �nite type. A so� system whih an be reognized by an au-

tomaton with a strongly onneted graph is alled an irreduible subshift.
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When the hannel is not irreduible, one generally extrats a strongly on-

neted omponent whih onstitutes a new hannel of same apaity whih

is irreduible. The �nite type ondition appears to be satis�ed in lot of

appliations.

We reall the notion of strongly synhronizing states introdued in [7℄.

Let m and a be two nonnegative integers. For eah state p of an automaton

A, we de�ne the set E

(m;a)

p

as the set of �nite words uv, where u is a word

of length m whih is the label of a path terminating at p, and v is a word

of length a whih is the label of a path starting at p.

A state p of an automaton A is said to be (m;a)-strongly synhronizing

if E

(m;a)

p

\ E

(m;a)

q

= ; for any state q 6= p. A state is said to be strongly

synhronizing if it is (m;a)-strongly synhronizing for some integers m and

a. A state p of a deterministi automaton is (m;a)-strongly synhronizing

if and only if it is (m; 0)-strongly synhronizing.

A state p of an automaton A is strongly synhronizing if and only there

are not two distint equally labeled bi-in�nite paths suh that the �rst one

goes through the state p at some index i, and the seond one goes through a

state q 6= p at the same index. This property is omputable in a polynomial

time in the number of states of A (see [7℄ page 72). An automaton is loal

if and only if all its states are strongly synhronizing.

A synhronizing word, or reset sequene, or magi word, of an automaton

is a �nite word uv, where u is a word of length m and v a word of length

a, suh that all paths labeled by uv in the automaton go through the same

state at the index m. All words in the set E

(m;a)

p

of an (m;a)-strongly

synhronizing state are synhronizing words.

The word b for instane is a synhronizing word of the automaton of

Figure 2.2. It fouses to state 1. But none state of this automaton is

strongly synhronizing.

a

1 2

b

a

Fig. 2.2. An automaton without any strongly synhronizing state

We now ome to the de�nition of onjugaies. Let A and B be two �nite

alphabets. A funtion f from A

Z

to B

Z

is a sliding blok map if there are

nonnegative integersm;a, and a funtion

�

f from A

l

to B, where l = m+a+1,

suh that for all u 2 A

Z

, the image v = f(u) of u is the bi-in�nite word of

B

Z

de�ned by v

n

=

�

f(u

n�m

� � � u

n+a

) for all n 2 Z. Thus the letter v

n

only

depends on the �nite subblok u

n�m

� � � u

n+a

of u. The integer l =m+a+1
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is alled the size of the so alled sliding window. We shall say that f is a

(m;a)-sliding blok map. The integer m is alled the memory and a the

antiipation of the sliding blok map. A sliding blok map f is said to have

memory m and antiipation a if there is a map

�

f de�ned as above. Note

that m and a depend on the hoie of

�

f and may not be unique.

A onjugay between a subshift S � A

Z

and a subshift T � B

Z

is a

bijetive sliding blok map. Its inverse is also a sliding blok map, sometimes

with a di�erent sliding window size. A sliding blok window is represented

in Figure 2.3.

Fig. 2.3. A sliding blok window

A sliding blok map f is said to be right-resolving if there is a nonnegative

integerm and a funtion

^

f from A

(2m+1)

to B suh that for all u 2 A

Z

, if v =

f(u) then u

n

=

^

f(u

n�m

: : : u

n�1

v

n�m

: : : v

n�1

v

n

). It is atually a property of

the inverse of the map f . It is right-losing if there are nonnegative integers

m;a and a funtion

^

f from A

(2m+a+1)

to B suh that for all u 2 A

Z

, if

v = f(u) then u

n

=

^

f(u

n�m

: : : u

n�1

v

n�m

: : : v

n+a

)).

Let � be a permutation of the alphabet A, and � the group of permuta-

tions generated by �. The permutation � on A indues a onjugay � from

A

Z

to A

Z

de�ned by

�((a

k

)

k2Z

) = (�(a

k

))

k2Z

:

If u = a

1

: : : a

n

is a �nite word of A

�

, we also denote by �(u) the word

�(a

1

) : : : �(a

n

). Suh a onjugay is alled a permutative onjugay. The

subshift or hannel is invariant by permutation or �-invariant if �(S) = S.

The onjugay � and its inverse are sliding blok maps with no memory and

no antiipation.

Let f be a onjugay of a subshift S with memory m and antiipation a.

Let u = u

i�m

: : : u

i

u

i+1

u

i+a+r

be a �nite word of length m+ a+ r, where r

is a nonnegative integer. We denote by f(u) the �nite word v = v

1

: : : v

r

of

length r de�ned by v

i

=

�

f(u

i�m

: : : u

i

u

i+1

u

i+a

).

As an example, the rotation about the origin by 90

Æ

on the 4-PSK sig-

nal of Figure 2.1 indues the permutation � = (1230), expressed in the

standard yle notation, on the alphabet A = f0; 1; 2; 3g. The group � is

fId; �; �

2

; �

3

g, where Id denotes the identity map on A. In this example,

the hannel is the set of all bi-in�nite paths of A

Z

. It is alled the full shift

on a 4-letter alphabet.

9



2

0

3

1

0

0

2

2 3

3

1

1

1

43

26

5

Fig. 2.4. Oerder's 6-state m-PSK ode

The example of Figure 2.4 is Oerder's 6-state m-PSK ode (see [30℄

and [27℄). It is a 4-PSK ode with label alphabet A = f0; 1; 2; 3g. The

90

Æ

rotation indues the irular permutation (0123) on A. This rotation

indues in turn the permutation (1234)(56) on graph nodes of the automaton

of Figure 2.4. This means that if a sequene u in the hannel is the label

of a path going through state q at time t, the image �(u) of u is a ode

sequene whih is the label of a path going through the state �(q) at the

same time.

c b

a

c

b

a

2 31

Fig. 2.5. A hannel invariant by permutation

Another example of shift of a �nite type S invariant by permutation is

the shift reognized by the automaton of Figure 2.5. It is invariant by the

permutation � = (a)(b) on A = fa; b; g. This permutation has a �xed

point in A, the point b, but has no �xed hannel sequene sine

!

b

!

does

not belong to S.

The shift S given by Figure 2.6 is a shift of �nite type invariant by

permutation. It is invariant by the permutation � = (a)(b)(d) on A =

fa; b; ; dg. This permutation has a �xed point in A, the point b, and it has

a �xed hannel sequene

!

b

!

.

It is known that any irreduible so� shift has a minimal representation,

that is a minimal �nite state mahine whih reognizes it (see for instane [7℄,

[23℄, [9℄). This minimal representation is a deterministi �nite automaton

10



d

2 31

b b

b

c
ac

a

4

Fig. 2.6. Another hannel invariant by permutation

alled the Fisher over of the so� system. The so� shift is of �nite type

if and only if its minimal automaton is loal.

Let � be a �xed permutation of A. Let S be an irreduible so� shift.

We de�ne the image of S by the permutation � by �(S) = f�(u);u 2 Sg.

We de�ne the image of an automaton A = (Q;E) by � as the automaton

�(A) = (Q;�(E)), where �(E) = f(p; �(a); q) j (p; a; q) 2 Eg. If S is

reognized by an automaton A = (Q;E), then �(S) is reognized by �(A).

Proposition 2.2 ([30℄). An irreduible so� shift, whose minimal au-

tomaton is A, is invariant by a permutation � if and only if, up to an

isomorphism, A = �(A).

2.3. State splitting. In this subsetion, we reall a well known on-

strution on automata and graphs that is the state splitting proess (see

[1, 23, 22, 25, 26, 7℄).

q’’
c

b

a

a

d

e

q’

U’’

U’

c

b

q

d

a

e

b

c

I’

I’’

Fig. 2.7. An input state splitting

We de�ne the operation of input state splitting in an automaton A =

(Q;E). Let q be a vertex of Q and let I be the set of edges oming in q.

Let I = I

0

+ I

00

be a partition of I. The operation of input state splitting

relative to (I

0

; I

00

) transforms A into the automaton B = (Q

0

; E

0

), where

11



Q

0

= (Q n fqg) [ q

0

[ q

00

is obtained from Q by splitting state q into two

states q

0

and q

00

, and where E

0

is de�ned as follows.

(i) All edges of E that are not inident to q are left unhanged.

(ii) Both states q

0

and q

00

have the same output edges as q.

(iii) The input edges of q are distributed between q

0

and q

00

aording

to the partition of I into I

0

and I

00

. We denote U

0

and U

00

the sets of input

edges of q

0

and q

00

respetively. Thus U

0

= f(p; x; q

0

) j (p; x; q) 2 I

0

g and

U

00

= f(p; x; q

00

) j (p; x; q) 2 I

00

g.

An input state splitting transforms a deterministi automaton in a de-

terministi automaton. The notion of output state splitting is de�ned simi-

larly [23℄.

A state splitting indues a onjugay between the bi-in�nite paths of

an automaton and the bi-in�nite paths of the split automaton. The split

automaton reognizes the same so� shift as the initial one. State splitting

keeps the loality of an automaton. More preisely, we have the following

known properties (see for example [23℄ or [7℄).

Proposition 2.3. An input state splitting transforms a (m;a)-loal au-

tomaton in a (m+1; a)-loal automaton. An output state splitting transforms

a (m;a)-loal automaton in a (m;a+ 1)-loal automaton.

3. A oding sheme for the �-invariant hannel.

3.1. Transduers and oding/deoding shemes. In this setion A

and B are �nite alphabets. We onsider an irreduible so� hannel S � B

Z

and � a onjugay of S. Suh a hannel is �-invariant.

A transduer will be here an automaton labeled in A � B. The input

(resp. output) automaton of the transduer is the automaton obtained af-

ter disarding the seond (resp. �rst) omponent of labels of edges of the

transduer.

The oding/deoding shemes that we shall use are modelled by trans-

duers whih have a omplete deterministi input automaton whih reog-

nizes the full shift on a k-letter alphabet, and a loal output automaton

whih reognizes a �-invariant subshift of �nite type T of the hannel S.

The oding sheme onsists in hoosing an initial state in the transduer

and assoiating to eah sequene of soure symbols the output label of the

unique path that begins at the initial state and whih is input-labeled by

the soure sequene. The oding is thus sequential sine the transduer has

a deterministi input automaton. Sine the output of the transduer is lo-

al, eah bi-in�nite word of T is the label of a unique path of the output

of the transduer. We then deode it by the input label of this path. It

is well known that the deoding funtion d is a sliding blok map (see for

instane [1℄, [23℄, [7℄, [9℄). Suh a deoding sheme is implemented by a

purely ombinatorial network and avoids error propagation.

12



The deoder of a oding/deoding sheme (or a transduer) is said to be

a �-invariant if and only if it is a sliding blok map suh that, moreover, for

any u 2 S,

d(u) = d(�(u)):

.

We say that a sliding blok map � has no �xed hannel sequene if

�(u) 6= u for any u 2 S. If � is onjugay from B

Z

to B

Z

suh that

�(S) = S, we de�ne I as

I = fu 2 S j �(u) = ug:

Thus � has no �xed point if and only if I is empty. The set I an be

omputed as follows. Let us assume that � has memory m and antiipation

a. Let F be the set of bloks u = u

�m

: : : u

a

of length m+ a+ 1 suh that

u

0

= �(u). Let X be set of bi-in�nite sequenes suh that all �nite fators

of length m+ a + 1 are in X. Thus X is subshift of �nite type and S \X

is a omputable so� shift equal to I. In the ase where � is indued by

a permutation � of the �nite alphabet B, an automaton reognizing I is

obtained from an automaton reognizing S by disarding all edges labeled

by letters �xed by �.

The permutation � in Example 2.2 for instane has no �xed hannel

sequene but has a �xed point in the alphabet. The permutation � in

Example 2.2 has a �xed point in the alphabet.

3.2. Permutation indued on the states. Let A by a �nite automa-

ton whih reognizes a so� shift S � B

Z

. Let � be a sliding blok map

from B

Z

to B

Z

suh that �(S) = S. For any state q of A, we de�ne the set

of bi-in�nite words E

q

as the set of labels of bi-in�nite paths (q

i

; b

i

; q

i+1

)

i2Z

suh that q

0

= q. We denote by �(E

q

) the set of bi-in�nite words �(u) for

all u 2 E

q

. The sliding blok map � indues a permutation of the states of

the automaton if and only if there is a permutation � of the states of the

automaton suh that, for any state q,

�(E

q

) = E

�(q)

:

We onsider the ase where the automaton A is loal and where � is a on-

jugay of S. Let us assume that � has memory m and antiipation a. Sine

all states of A are strongly synhronizing, there are integers m

0

; a

0

suh that

E

(m

0

;a

0

)

p

\E

(m

0

;a

0

)

q

= ; for any states p 6= q. Then � indues a permutation �

on the states of A if and only if, for any state q, �(E

(m+m

0

;a+a

0

)

q

) = E

(m

0

;a

0

)

�(q)

.

It is not always true that a sliding blok map � indues a permutation

of the states of a loal automaton even if � is a onjugay indued by a

permutation of the letters of the alphabet. Consider for example the loal

automaton of Figure 3.1. It reognizes the same shift of �nite type as the

shift of Figure 2.5, whih is invariant by permutation. For eah state q,

13



the set E

(2;0)

q

is represented inside the state himself in the �gure. The

permutation � = (a)(b) of fa; b; g does not indue a permutation of the

set of states.

c

ac
cc

b

b

a
ba

ab
cb

aa
bc
ca

ac

b
c

Fig. 3.1. The permutation � = (a)(b) does not permute the states

Note that if � indues a permutation of the states of an automaton, it

is in general not true that this property holds for a split automaton.

3.3. The sharpness ondition. We now de�ne the notion of a sharp

state of an automaton relatively to a sliding blok map �. The notion of

sharpness for an automaton was introdued in [30℄ in the ontext of rotation

hannels.

Let A by a �nite automaton whih reognizes a so� shift S � B

Z

. Let

� be a sliding blok map from B

Z

to B

Z

suh that �(S) = S. For any state

q, let E

q

be the set of labels of bi-in�nite paths (q

i

; b

i

; q

i+1

)

i2Z

suh that

q

0

= q. A state p is said to be sharp if

�(E

p

) \E

p

= ;:

The automaton itself is said to be sharp if all its states are sharp.

In the ase where the automaton A is (m

0

; a

0

)-loal and where � a on-

jugay of S of memory m and antiipation a, a state p is sharp if and only

if �(E

(m+m

0

;a+a

0

)

p

)\E

(m

0

;a

0

)

p

= ;. If � indues a permutation � on the states

of the automaton, the automaton is sharp if and only if � has no �xed point

on the states.

The sharpness ondition appears to be a neessary property of the output

automaton of a �-invariant transduer that models a sequential enoder

with a sliding blok deoder. The following proposition appears in [30℄

in the ontext of rotationally invariant enoders. We give a proof of the

proposition adapted to �-invariant hannels.

Proposition 3.1 ([30℄). A �-invariant transduer with a deterministi

and strongly onneted input automata, and where � is not the identity map,

has a sharp output automaton

Proof. Let T be a transduer whose output automaton A is (m

0

; a

0

)-

loal and strongly onneted. Let � be a onjugay with memory m and
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antiipation a suh that T is �-invariant. We de�ne for eah state q the set

E

q

of bi-in�nite sequenes whih are labels of bi-in�nite paths of A going

through q at time 0.

Let us assume that the automaton A is not sharp. Then there is a state

p suh that �(E

p

)\E

p

6= ;. Let x be a bi-in�nite sequene suh that x and

�(x) belong to E

p

. Let u = x

�(m+m

0

)

: : : x

�1

and v = x

0

: : : x

(a+a

0

�1)

. The

word uv is the label of the �nite path  = ((p

i

; x

i

; p

i+1

))

�(m+m

0

)�i�(a+a

0

�1)

of length m+m

0

+ a

0

+ a going through p at time 0. Let v be the label of

a bi-in�nite path C of the automaton that extends the �nite path . Thus

�(v) is the label of a bi-in�nite path C

0

that goes also through the state p

at time 0. We denote by R (resp. R

0

) the right-in�nite part of nonnegative

indies of C (resp. C

0

). As the transduer is �-invariant, the input labels

of the edges along the bi-in�nite paths C and C

0

are the same. Sine the

input automaton of the transduer is deterministi, the right-in�nite paths

R and R

0

starting at p are equal. The strongly onnetivity of the graph of

the transduer implies then that � is the identity on the shift of �nite type

reognized by A.

Note that the proposition still holds if the input automaton of the trans-

duer is only deterministi with a �nite delay.

3.4. Constrution of a �-invariant transduer. A general oding

sheme into �nite type onstrained hannels has been obtained in [1℄ by the

use of state splittings. The orresponding theorem an be stated as follows

(see also [23℄ or [25, p. 1687℄).

Theorem 3.2 (Adler, Coppersmith and Hassner [1℄). Let A and B be

two �nite alphabets. Let S � B

Z

be a shift of �nite suh that ap(S) �

ap(A

Z

). Then there exist a subshift of �nite type T � S and a right-

resolving and onto sliding blok map d from T to A

Z

.

The proof of the theorem provides a sequential enoder and a sliding

blok deoder to enode any sequene of letters of A into the onstrained

system de�ned by T .

We extend Theorem 3.2 to �-invariant onstrained hannels, where �

is a one-blok map onjugay of the hannel indued by a permutation, as

follows.

Theorem 3.3. Let A and B be two �nite alphabets. Let S � B

Z

be a

shift of �nite suh that ap(S) � ap(A

Z

) and � be a permutative onjugay

of S whih has no �xed point in S. Then there exist a subshift of �nite type

T � S and a right-resolving and onto sliding blok map d from T to A

Z

suh

that d Æ � = d.

Our onstrution extends a method presented in [30℄ that applies in the

ase where � is indued by a rotation, that is a permutation whih has no

�xed point in the alphabet B. The hypothesis on � is here weaker sine

� is only assumed to have no bi-in�nite �xed point. Thus, our enoder

onstrution may apply to signal sets that have a point at the origin, whih
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is �xed by a nontrivial rotation. As already mentioned in the introdution,

this is only a slight theoretial improvement sine the requirement of no �xed

point in the alphabet entails no loss of generality for rotation hannels.

We �rst give a lemma used in the proof of Theorem 3.3 whih extends

to permutation the onstrution given in [30℄.

Lemma 3.4. Let S � B

Z

be a shift of �nite type suh that ap(S) �

ap(A

Z

) and � a permutative onjugay of S whih has no �xed point. Then

S is reognized by a deterministi loal automaton suh that � indues a

permutation of the states of the automaton whih has no �xed state.

Proof. Let A be a deterministi loal automaton reognizing S whose

set of states is Q. Thus all states of A are (m; 0)-strongly synhronizing

for some nonnegative integer m. If � has no �xed point, there exists, by a

ompaity argument, a nonnegative integer l suh that, for any word u of

length l, �(u) 6= u. Without loss of generality, we hoose m � l.

For eah state q, we denote by P

q

the set of left-in�nite labels of left-

in�nite paths ending at q and by P

m

q

the set of �nite words u of length m

whih are labels of paths ending at p. Sine all states are (m; 0)-strongly

synhronizing, we have for any states p 6= q,

P

m

p

\ P

m

q

= ;:

For eah state q, we de�ne the �nite word z

q

as the longest ommon

suÆx of words in P

m

q

. The word z

q

may thus be empty. We hoose a state

p suh that z

p

has a minimal length among all words z

q

, for q 2 Q. If the

length of z

p

is stritly less than m, the set P

m

p

ontains two words uaz

q

and

u

0

bz

q

, where v; v

0

are words, and a; b are two distint letters of the alphabet.

If z

p

is not the empty word, let  be its last letter and x the word de�ned

by z

p

= x. We do an input state splitting of the state p by partitioning

the inoming edges of p in the ones beginning in a state q suh that bx is

a suÆx of z

q

and the other ones. If z

p

is the empty word, we do an input

state splitting of the state p by partitioning the inoming edges of p in the

ones labeled by a and the other ones. The state p is split in states p

1

and

p

2

. We get P

m

p

1

= P

m

p

\ A

�

bz

p

and P

m

p

2

= P

m

p

� P

m

p

1

. Hene (P

m

p

1

; P

m

p

2

)

is a partition of P

m

p

. In general, the automaton obtained after an input

state splitting of a m-loal deterministi automaton is a (m+ 1)-loal one.

With this kind of input state splitting, the automaton that we get is still

m-loal sine (P

m

p

1

; P

m

p

2

) is a partition of P

m

p

. It follows that all states of

the split automaton are still (m; 0)-strongly synhronizing. Note that the

ardinalities of P

m

p

1

and P

m

p

2

are stritly less than the ardinality of P

m

p

.

By iterating this input state splitting proess, we get an deterministi

loal automaton suh that for eah state q, the state P

m

q

is a singleton. For

this automaton, eah z

q

is the unique word of length m of P

m

q

. Thus, the

words z

q

for this �nal automaton A satisfy the following onditions.

(i) eah left-in�nite path ending at q has a label suÆxed by z

q

.
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(ii) z

q

is not a suÆx of z

q

0

for any q

0

6= q.

(iii) z

q

is not onstant by �.

We now prove that � indues a permutation of A. For any state q, we de�ne

�(q) as the unique state suh that

z

�(q)

= �(z

q

):

The existene of �(q) is due to the fat that there is at least one bi-in�nite

path extending a �nite path of label z

q

ending at q. The uniity is due to

the fat that eah state is (m; 0)-strongly synhronizing. By onsidering the

inverse of �, it is lear that � is onto and is thus a permutation of the set

of states of A. Sine for any state q, z

q

is not onstant by �, � has no �xed

point.

It is also possible to get a odeterministi loal automaton that has the

same property by doing output state splittings.

We now prove Theorem 3.3. The proof uses 3.4 and inludes the state

splitting proess outlined in [30, Setion IV-D-2℄. Sine the representations

of the hannels are not supposed to have a strongly onneted graph, we

make the splitting proess run on several strongly onneted omponents.

We need some notation to give the proof. If u and v are vetors,

minfu;vg denotes the omponentwise minimum of u and v. For a real

number s, let bs denote the integer oor of s.

Proof. [of Theorem 3.3℄ The proof uses Lemma 3.4 and Theorem 3.2.

By Lemma 3.4, we obtain a representation of S suh that � indues a per-

mutation of states. If ap(S) � ap(A

Z

) = log(k), we obtain by the proof of

Theorem 3.2, and by the use of output state splittings, an automaton reog-

nizing the hannel S whose graph has a minimum outdegree at least k. We

would like that both properties hold for a same loal representation. Sine

an output state splitting does not keep in general the property of induing

a permutation of the states, we have to show that the output state splitting

proess of [1℄ an be adapted to guarantee this property.

Let A = (Q;E) be the deterministi loal automaton omputed in

Lemma 3.4. Let us assume that � is indued by a permutation � of the

letters of the alphabet. The permutative onjugay � permutes the states of

A and we still denote by the same symbol � this permutation. Then � in-

dues a onjugay between the bi-in�nite paths of A. For any bi-in�nite

path C = ((p

i

; a

i

; p

i+1

)

i2Z

, the image of C by � is de�ned by �(C) =

((�(p

i

); �(a

i

); �(p

i+1

))

i2Z

. Hene � indues a permutation of the edges E

of A. If e = (p; a; q) is an edge in E, we de�ne �(e) = (�(p); �(a); �(q)).

Finally, � de�nes an automorphism of the automaton A. Let C be a strongly

onneted omponent of A whih has a maximal apaity. We restrit the

automaton A to its part omposed of the disjoint union of the sub-automata

�

n

(C), for all n � 0. Note that this new automaton may be omposed of
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several strongly onneted omponents whih are not onneted and have

the same apaity as the full ode. It reognizes a subshift of �nite of S

whih has the same apaity as S.

The output state splittings of [1℄ are guided by a positive k-approximate

eigenvetor of the adjaeny matrix M of the graph of A, that is a vetor

v suh that Mv � kv. Sine the strongly onneted omponents of A

have the same apaity whih is greater than log(k), the automaton admits

a positive k-approximate eigenvetor whih an be omputed by the use

of Franaszek's algorithm [23, p. 153℄ whih athes a positive approximate

eigenvetor with smallest maximal entry. For a great enough positive integer

values r, it an be obtained as the �xed point of the sequene of olumn

vetors (v

(n)

)

n�0

indexed by Q, where v

(0)

= (r; r; : : : ; r)

>

and v

(n+1)

=

minfv

(n)

; b

1

k

Mv

(n)

g. Sine for any nonnegative integer n, v

(n)

q

= v

(n)

�(q)

, the

automaton A admits a positive k-approximate eigenvetor v suh that for

eah index state q, v

q

= v

�(q)

. In the ase where all omponents of v are

non equal, it is shown in [1℄ that one an split a state p in two states p

1

and

p

2

, aording to a partition (O

1

; O

2

) of the output edges of p in A, in suh

a way that there is a k-approximate eigenvetor v

0

of the split automaton

suh that v

0

p

1

+ v

0

p

2

= v

p

and v

0

q

= v

q

for q 6= p

1

; p

2

. Sine the hoie of p

and (O

1

; O

2

) is governed by the approximate eigenvetor, for any positive

integer n, (�

n

(O

1

); �

n

(O

2

)) is a partition of the outgoing edges of �

n

(p) in

A whih allows a splitting of the state �

n

(p) with the same properties. It is

then possible to split simultaneously eah state �

n

(p) in two states �

n

(p)

1

and �

n

(p)

2

aording to the partitions (�

n

(O

1

); �

n

(O

2

)). An edge that ends

in a state �

n

(p) in A is dupliated in two edges in the split graph, one going

to �

n

(p)

1

, the other one going to �

n

(p)

2

. This split automaton A

0

an also

be obtained by several onseutive elementary output state splittings. It

admits a k-approximate eigenvetor v

0

suh that that v

0

q

1

+ v

0

q

2

= v

q

for

q 2 �(p) and v

0

q

= v

q

otherwise. Moreover � indues a permutation �

0

of

the states of A

0

de�ned by �

0

(q) = �(q) if q =2 �(p) and �

0

(q

1

) = �(q)

1

,

�

0

(q

2

) = �(q)

2

if q 2 �(p). For any states q; q

0

2 �(p), v

0

q

1

= v

0

q

0

1

and

v

0

q

2

= v

0

q

0

2

. Thus for any state q of A

0

, v

0

q

= v

0

�

0

(q)

.

The proess an be iterated until one gets an automaton with a k-

approximate eigenvetor whose all omponents are equal. Its minimum out-

degree is thus at least k. The �nal automaton is loal, reognizes the same

ode, and � indues a permutation � of its states. In eah orbit of the per-

mutation of the states, we hoose one state q and a set O

q

of k outgoing

edges of q. Thus �

n

(O

q

) is a set of k outgoing edges of �

n

(q). The automa-

ton obtained by disarding the edges that have not been hosen, is a loal

automaton with a onstant outdegree k. It reognizes a �-invariant shift of

�nite type T � S and � indues the permutation � on its states. Let us

denote by B this automaton.

Let T be a transduer whose output automaton is B. We de�ne the
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input labels of the edges of T as follows. In eah orbit of the permutation �

of the states, we hoose one state q we label eah of the k edges in O

q

with

a distint letter of the alphabet A. For eah state �

n

(q), we then de�ne the

input label of an edge e in O

�

n

(q)

as the input tag of the edge �

�n

(e). Note

that this possible sine � has no �xed point. Sine the output automaton of

the transduer is loal, it realizes a sliding blok map d from T onto A

Z

. The

map assoiates to a bi-in�nite sequene u in T the input label of the unique

bi-in�nite path whose output label is u. Sine the input automaton of the

transduer is deterministi, the map d is right-resolving. By onstrution,

d Æ � = d on T . Thus the transduer is �-invariant.

By using odeterministi automata in Lemma 3.4, it is possible to on-

strut in Theorem 3.3 a �-invariant transduer whih has a deterministi

input automaton reognizing A

Z

, and a loal output automaton reognizing

T � S whih is moreover odeterministi with a �nite delay.

We give below an example of the onstrution of Lemma 3.4 for the

hannel S of Figure 3.2 with � = (a)(b) on B = fa; b; g. The apaity

of this hannel is log(2). We have P

2

1

= fab; bg, P

2

2

= fa; ba; g, and

P

2

3

= faa; b; ag. After splitting states 2 and 3 one time eah, we get the

c b

a

c

b

a

2 31

Fig. 3.2. A hannel S invariant by permutation

automaton of Figure 3.3, where the set P

2

q

is given inside the state q.

bb
a

ca
aa

a

bc

b

ca

ab
cb

b

ba

cc
ac

c

c

Fig. 3.3. After two splittings

After several rounds of state splittings we get the loal automaton whih

is the output automaton of the transduer represented in Figure 3.4. A

possible input tag suh that the tranduer is �-invariant is given in the

same Figure. The input alphabet is the 2-letter alphabet A = f0; 1g. For
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b b

a

ab

a

ba

aa

0j

1jb

0j

1jb

0ja

1jb

0ja

1jb

1ja

0j0ja

1j

0j

1jb

0ja

1jb

Fig. 3.4. The oding/deoding transduer

this hoie of the input labeling, the deoding d is a 3-sliding blok map and

an thus be performed with a window of length 3. The sliding blok window

deoding property ensures that the deoder is immune to atastrophi error

propagation.

Note that the hypothesis of Theorem 3.3 that the permutative onjugay

� does not �x any any bi-in�nite odeword is neessary. Indeed, let us

onsider a �-invariant transduer with a deterministi input automaton and

a (m;a)-loal output automaton. By the sharpness ondition, for any state q,

�(E

q

)\E

q

= ;, where E

q

is the set of labels of bi-in�nite paths going through

q at the index 0. This implies that � has no �xed point.

3.5. Extension to �-invariant so� hannels. Coding shemes that

allow to enode arbitrary sequenes into a onstrained system of sequenes

whih is modelled by a so� system whih is not of �nite type, have been

obtained in [1℄, [20℄, [8, 7℄. In order to get a sliding blok deoder, and

sine we onsider here transduer with a onstant rate 1 : 1, the apaity

of the hannel has to be stritly greater than the apaity of the soure, or

some other onditions on the hannel have to be added, like to be almost of

�nite type [20℄. In the former ase, the orresponding oding theorem due

to Marus [24℄ (see also [1℄) is the following.

Theorem 3.5. Let A and B be two �nite alphabets. Let S � B

Z

be

a so� system suh that ap(S) > ap(A

Z

). Then there exist a subshift of

�nite type T � S and a right-resolving and onto sliding blok map d from T

to A

Z

.

In this setion, we extend this result to �-invariant so� hannels, i. e.
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to so� hannels invariant by a permutative onjugay �. Sine we onsider

hannels whose apaity is stritly greater than the soure apaity, this

allows us to remove the hypothesis that � has no �xed point. Reall from

Setion 3 that this hypothesis was neessary in the ase of equality of the

apaities of the soure and of the hannel. The onstrution that we use in

the proof does not use the state splitting proess of [1℄ but the method of

poles for so� hannels presented in [8℄.

Theorem 3.6. Let A and B be two �nite alphabets. Let S � B

Z

be a

so� system suh that ap(S) > ap(A

Z

) and � be a permutative onjugay

of S. Then there exist a subshift of �nite type T � S and a right-resolving

and onto sliding blok map d from T to A

Z

suh that d Æ � = d.

We shall use in the proof the following de�nitions.

We de�ne the rank of a �nite word u in a deterministi automaton as

number of states q that end a path labeled by u. Reall that a synhronizing

word is a word of rank 1. An automaton is said to be follower-separated if

any two distint states p; q have a di�erent future, that is, there is a �nite

word u that is the label of some path starting at p and that is not the label

of any path starting at q (or onversely). For any so� shift S, there is a

deterministi follower-separated automaton that reognizes it. It is moreover

possible to hoose an essential automaton, that is, an automaton suh that

eah state has at least one outgoing edge end at least one inoming edge. If

S is irreduible, it is its minimal automaton. It is known that, in suh an

automaton, any �nite word an be extended on the right to a synhronizing

word [23, Proposition 3.3.16℄.

We all orbit of a �nite word u the �nite set f�

n

(u); n � 0g.

Lemma 3.7. Let A be an essential deterministi follower-separated au-

tomaton reognizing a �-invariant so� S, where � is a permutative onju-

gay whih is not the identity. Then the automaton A admits a synhro-

nizing word x suh that �(x) 6= x and eah word in the orbit of x is a

synhronizing word.

Proof. If � is not the identity, there is a bi-in�nite word whih is not

onstant by �. By ompaity there is a �nite word u whih is not onstant

by �. We extend u on the right to a synhronizing word x whih is not

onstant by �. Sine � is permutative, there is a positive integer r suh

that �

r

is the identity. Let us assume that x; �(x); : : : �

i

(x) are synhro-

nizing, for 0 � i < r. If �

(i+1)

(x) is not synhronizing, we extend it on

the right to a synhronizing word �

(i+1)

(x)v. Let y = x�

�(i+1)

(v). Then

y; �(y); : : : �

(i+1)

(y) are synhronizing. By indution, we get then that there

is word whih is not onstant by � and whose orbit ontains only synhro-

nizing words.

Proof. [of Theorem 3.6℄ Let S be a �-invariant so� shift with ap(S) >

log(k). We an also assume that � is not the identity map. By Lemma 3.7

there is an essential deterministi follower-separated automaton reognizing

S suh that there is synhronizing word x, non onstant by �, whose orbit
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ontains only synhronizing words. Letm be the length of x. As in the proof

of Lemma 3.4, we do input state splittings to get a deterministi automaton

A reognizing S, suh that for eah state q of A, P

m

q

is redued to one word.

The word x and all its orbit are synhronizing words of A. Let F be the

set of states foused to by the orbit O of x. The states of F are (m; 0)-

strongly synhronizing and � permutes the states of F with a permutation,

still denoted by �, and de�ned as follows. Let q 2 F , if q is the state

foused to by u 2 O, then �(q) is the state foused to by �(u). Note that,

sine S is not of �nite type, the automaton A is not loal and some states

may not be strongly synhronizing. The states of F are thus both strongly

synhronizing and sharp.

Let z be a �nite path, we denote by l(z) its length. We reall the

de�nition of the notion of prinipal states introdued by Franaszek in [16℄.

Let M be a positive integer. The set of prinipal states, relatively to k and

M , is the maximal subset P of Q suh that the following ondition, alled

the apaity ondition, is satis�ed. For any state q in P there exist a pre�x-

free set Z

q

of paths of length bounded by M , starting at q, terminating in

P , and whose length distribution satis�es the Kraft equality for the integer

k, i. e.

P

z2Z

q

k

�l(z)

= 1. A set of paths Z

q

that satis�es these onditions is

alled admissible. An algorithm to ompute P is given in [16℄. It has been

shown that if ap(S) > log(k), then there is a positive integer M suh that

P is non empty. We de�ne here a set of prinipal states, relatively to k and

M , as the maximal subset P of the set F suh that the apaity ondition

holds for P . It an be shown like in [8℄ that P is still non empty and an be

omputed with the same algorithm. If p is a prinipal state, P ontains the

whole orbit of p by �. We hoose a representative state in eah orbit of P .

For eah representative state p, let Z

p

be an admissible set of paths and z

a path in Z

p

labeled by u from p to another prinipal state q. Sine p, q, �(p),

�(q) are strongly synhronizing states, there is at least one path labeled by

�(u) going from �(p) to �(q). Sine the automaton A is deterministi, and

thus unambiguous, there it at most one path labeled by �(u) going from �(p)

to �(q). We denote this path by �(z). Thus the sets �

n

(Z

p

), where n � 0

and �

n

(Z

p

) = f�

n

(z) j z 2 Z

p

g, are admissible. For any n � 0 we de�ne the

set Z

�

n

(p)

= �

n

(Z

p

). We moreover hoose an admissible set Z

p

that satis�es

an optimization ondition of the kind desribed in [8℄ like minimizing, among

all possible admissibles sets, the sum of the lengths of the words of the set.

The omputation of suh a set Z

p

and other possible optimization onditions

are desribed in [8℄. In order to derease the omplexity of the �nal oding

transduer, it is better to have as many prinipal states as possible.

Now a transduer T , that we shall use to enode and deode, is on-

struted as follows. Let p be a representive state of an orbit of P and Z

p

be an admissible set of paths whih satis�es an optimization ondition. We

hoose a pre�x-free set of words X

p

on the k-letter alphabet A whih has the
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same length distribution as Z

p

. This is possible sine this length distribution

satis�es the Kraft equality for the integer k. We hoose a length-preserving

bijetion �

p

from Z

p

to X

p

. We de�ne then, for any n � 0, the set X

�

n

(p)

by

X

�

n

(p)

= X

p

, and the length-preserving bijetion �

�

n

(p)

from Z

�(p)

to X

�(p)

by �

�

n

(p)

(z) = �(�

�n

(z)). Note that this is possible only sine �(p) 6= p.

For any prinipal state p we de�ned a state p̂ of T , alled a pole. For

any prinipal state p and eah path z in Z

p

going from p to a prinipal state

q, one de�nes a path ẑ in T of length l(z) from p̂ to q̂ with l(z)� 1 dummy

states of T strung along the path ẑ. The input label �(z) is assigned to ẑ

while its output label is the label of the path z in A.

It is proved in [8℄ that the optimization ondition on the sets Z

q

guarantee

that the above onstruted transduer has a loal output automaton. It

reognizes a shift of �nite type T � S. Sine the sets X

q

are pre�x-free

odes that satisfy the Kraft equality for the integer k, the input automaton

of T is deterministi with a �nite delay and reognizes A

Z

. Finally, by

onstrution, the deoding is �-invariant. The sliding blok deoding map

d is thus an onto right losing map from T to A

Z

suh that d Æ � = d. A

standard transformation of the transduer allows us to get a transduer with

the same property and with a deterministi input [21℄.

We briey disuss some possible extensions of Theorems 3.3 and 3.6.

Sine in [20℄, Theorem 3.2 has been extended to the lass of almost of �nite

type shifts, we onjeture that Theorem 3.3 an be extended to this ase.

Another open question is the extension of Theorem 3.3 to all so� shifts, in

the ase of equality of apaities between the soure and the hannel, with a

deoding map whih is not a sliding blok map but does not propagate errors

(see [20℄), and is invariant by �. Beside these possible extensions, it should

be remarked that the hypothesis on the onjugay � of being permutative

is very strong. It seems nevertheless diÆult to weaken this hypothesis to

obtain similar results for more general onjugaies. Finally, it has been

proved by Ashley in [3℄ (see also [2℄) that sliding blok deoders with a

linear window size an be onstruted for onstrained hannels. The same

theoretial omplexity problem an be onsidered for �-invariant deoders.
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